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UULA EXTERIOR PRIMER 
  
DESCRIPTION 

 
UULA EXTERIOR PRIMER is a solvent-free, vapor-permeable and nature-friendly primer for outdoor 

applications. The binder consists of renewable natural oils. 
 

Suitable surfaces: UULA EXTERIOR PRIMER is suitable for untreated or previously paint-treated surfaces 

of wood or stone outside, such as: Windows, frames, doors, paneling, fiberboard, battens, smoothly 
planed or rough / finely sawn wood. Paintable with UULA Lineco or UULA Into. 

Wood-rich woods: Woods with translucent, discoloring ingredients (e.g. larch, red cedar, meranti) that 
have a light or white finish, and tannic wood (e.g. oak, chestnut) can delay drying. 

 

 
APPLICATION 

Stir well before use. The surface must be free of grease, dust and dry. Then apply 1 coat of UULA 
EXTERIOR PRIMER. Smooth any irregularities and then apply a second coat of UULA EXTERIOR PRIMER. 

 
Processing conditions: The surface to be painted must be clean, dry and free of grease. Relative 

humidity <80%, minimum temperature + 5 ° C. 

Drying time: Depending on the circumstances tack-free after approx. 30 minutes, sandable and 
paintable after 6 hours. 

Application: With brush, roller or spray (nozzle: 0.28mm). 
Coverage: 6-8 m²/L 

 

 
MAINTENANCE 

UULA EXTERIOR PRIMER can easily be washed with water and Marseille soap, tools and clothing. 
 

 

CLEANING OF EQUIPMENT 

Clean the equipment with soap and water right after you have finished painting. 

 
 

CONTAINER SIZES 

0.9 L, 2.7 L and 9 L. 

 

 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 

Keep in a cool and dry place. Do not allow to freeze! Dry and empty containers can be taken to a 
refuse dump. Liquid waste must be taken to a municipal hazardous waste collection point. 

 

 
REMARKS 

The current data sheet replaces any previous version. 
Our advice and information are given in good faith and depending on the latest developments of our products.  We guarantee 
the consistent quality of our products, but do not accept any liability concerning their application.  In any case, we do 
recommend to consider the type of substrate and the climatic conditions before applying our products or to apply a test surface 
in order to analyse the suitability of the product for the given substrate. 
In case of doubt regarding the substrate, consult our technical service department. 
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